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_,Office: LOS ANGELES 

INRE:. Applicant:. 

' 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
U.S. Immigration and Citizenship Services 
Office of Administrative Appeals 
20 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., MS 2090 
Washington, DC 20529-2090 

U.S. Citizenship 
and Immigration 
Services 

FILE: 

' I 

· APPLICATION: Application for ~aiv.er of Grounds of Inadmissibility under section 212(h), 8 U.S.C. § 
1182(h) of the Immigration and Nationality Act; section 212(i), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(i) of the 

Immigration and Nationality Act 

·ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT: : 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Enclosed please find the decision of the Administrative Appeals Office in your case. All of the documents 
related to rlhis matter have been returned to the office that originally decided your case. Please be advised that 

any furthe~ inquiry that you might have conc~rning your case· must be made to that office. 

If you believe the AAO inappropriately applied the law in reaching its decision, or you have additional 
information that you wish to have considered: you inay fil~ a motion to reconsider or a motion to reopen in 
accord~nct,: with the instructions on Form 1"290B, Notice of Appeal or Motion, with. a fee of $630. The 
specific requirements for filing such a motion can be ·found at 8 C.ER. § 103.5. Do not file any motion 
directly ~ith the AAO. Please be aware that 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(l)(i) requires any motion to be filed within 
30 days of the decision that the. motion seeks to reconsider orreopen. 

. . 

Thank you, 

A~..t~~ 
Ron Rosenberg 

Acting Chief, Administrative Appeals ,Office 

www.ilscis.gov 
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DISCUSSION: The waiver application was denied by the Field. Office Director, Los Angeles, 
California: An appeal ·of the denial was dismissed by the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO). 
The matter is now before the, AAO on motion. The ·motion will be dismissed and the underlying 
·application will be denied. 

The appli~ant is a nati\:e and citizen of the United Kingdom who was found to be inadmissible under 
section 212(a)(2)(A)(i)(I) of the. Immigration and 'Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. § 
1182(a)(2~(A)(i)(I),' for having been convicted of crimes involving moral turpitude. The director 
indicated that the applicant sought a\vaiver of inadmissibility pursuant to section 212(h) of the Act, 
8 U .S.C. § 1182(h) .. The director concluded that the applicant .had failed to establish that her bar to 
admissioq would impose extreme hardship on a qualifying relative, aqd denied the Application for 
Waiver of: Grounds of Inadmissibility (Fotm I -601) according! y. 

The AAO; determined that the applicant w~sinadmissible to the United States because at least two of 
her conviytions were for cri.p1es involvfng m'?ral turpitude. Notice of Intent to Dismiss, dated June 
16, 2011: In addition, . the AAO found the applicant was inadmissible pursuant to section 
212(a)(6)(C) of the Act for seeking admission into the United States on August 8, 1996 by willful 
misrepres~ntation of a material fact. !d. Lastly, the AAO concluded that the applicant failed to 
establish eligibility for a waiver un.der section 212(i) of the Act. !d. In the decision dated November 
10, 2011, the AAO confirmed the determinations made in .the Notice of Intent to Dismiss. 

On motiop., counsel's first contention is that evidence shows that the applicant's true intention was 
not to reside permaqently in the United States. Counsel asserts that the AAO mischaracterized the 
applicant's stay as a student in valid, non-immigrant, F-1 status from about 1986 to 1989 as residing 
in the United States with immigrant intent. Counsel claims thai the AAO w'rongly cited as evidence 
of immigrant int'ent the visits the applicant made to the United States for six months or less or her 
authorize~ extensions of stay, as well as the numerous visits in 1994 and 1995 for fertility 
treatments. Citing 22 C.F.R. §' 4 L31 (b )(2), counsel argued that it is appropriate to use the tourist 
visa to cop1e to the United States for the purpose of obtaining medical treatment, and in general, six 
months aie allowed. when entering1 the U.nited States as a visitor. Counsel .contends that the AAO 
erred in concluding that on the bqsis of her marriage to a U.S. citizen on November 18, 1995, the 
applicant resided in the United States prior to her arrival iri 1996. Counsel argues that marriage to a 
U.S. citiz~n does not necessarily establish an intention to permanently reside in the United States. 
Counsel declares that the applicant discussed remaini~g in the United States permanently with her 
husband ~:mly after she was p_laced in exclusion proceedings in 1996. Counsel asserts that the 
applicant 'could havt; filed for adjustment of status in November 1995, but had not done so, which 
demonstrates lacked the. intention to remain permanently in the United States: Counsel argues that 

· the AAO ;fail~d to address -the· applicant gave birth to her second child while in the United States 
because of a·. high-risk pregnan~y. Coun.sel asserts .that the applicant had a California Benefits· 
Identification card from 1996 for health care benefits, and temporarily used the card while she 
lacked funds and_was pregnant,. but this should not be construed as evidence of having a permanent 
intent to remain in the United States. 

Second, collnsel argues that. the AAO erred in conc'luding that the applicant's sworn statement 
reflected the applic~nt intentionally misrepresented her criminal record by not disclosing her entire 
criminal history during her secondary inspection interview. Counsel asserts that the applicant is not 
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. a lawyer' and: simpl.y was not able to remember all 6£ her.past convictions or know she was required 
to disclose. a b'attery arrest which had be~n disposed through diversion. Counsel ·contends that the 
applicant's failure to disclose crim~s. was not intentional, and as her crimes occurred ten years prior 

. to her int~rview, sh.e should not be expected to' remember s.pecific information about all of her 
convictions. · Counsel argues that. the AAO was wrong. to determine the applicant made material 
misrepresentations which were tended. to shut off a line of inquiry relevant to her eligibility for 
admission inio the United States. Counsel asserts that thy cases cited by the AAO are not relevant, 
for the applicant did not intentionally "fail to disclose her criminal record, and the line of inquiry 
relevant to her eligibility for admission was never shut off; for the applicant disclosed the exact 
nature of 'her crimes, ·the year and location of arrest, and the legal name of one of her convictions 

. (grand larceny by check), Counsel contends that the applicant mentioned "fraud" and thus did. not 
shut off a line ofinquiry relevant 

Lastly, counsel conte))ds that a waiver should be granted in the instant case. Counsel asserts that the 
applicant .is separated from her husband, but is attempting reconciliation. Counsel declares that the 
applicant's husband has no faJ?ily members in the United 'Kingdom. Counsel asserts that the 

· applican(s son, who was born on October 10, 1996, has acute asthma, and must see an 
orthopedist for atrophy of his quadriceps. Counsel contends that the applicant's husband will 
depend on the applicant for financial support for he has had. difficulty finding employment, and 
relies on 'her to provide health inswance for their children. Counsel states that even though the 
applicant's U.S. citizen children are not 'qualifying relatives, the impact they have on their father 
should be considered. Counsel declares that a favorable exercise of discretion is warranted due to 
the applicant's completerehabilitation. 

In support of the motion, counsel submitted a declaration by the applicant dated December 9, 2011, a 
statementby her lmsband date~December7, 2011, medical records, and a letter frorri a school. 

In the AAO's decision dated Novembe.r 10, 2011, we determ.ined that the applicant was an 
"intending immigrant" apd did have a preconceived intent to remain permanently in the United 
States when she obtained a B-1/B~2 visito,r visa and procured admission on multiple occasions to the 

·United States on th'at visa, rendering her inadmissible under section 212(a)(6)(C) of the Act for 
willfully misrepresenting a material fact and seeking admission into the United States by material 
misrepresentations. In addition, we concluded that the sworn statement in the record reflected that 
the applicant intentionally misrepresented her criminal record by not disclosing her entire criminal 
history at her secon~ary 'inspection interview, am;! was inadrn,issible. under section 212(a)(6)(C) of 
.the Act for seeking admission into the United Siates by material misrepresentations of her criminal 
record and eligibility for· admission. Lastly, we· found that -the applicant failed to establish that a 
qualifying relative wouid experien~e extreme hardship because the 'applicant had not listed her u,s. 
citizen spouse as a qualifying relative .on the wai~et application and provided no evidence of his 
hardship if the waiver was denied. ' . 

A motion to reconsider must establish that the decision was based on an incorrect application of law 
or Serv'ice policy. See' 8 C.F.R. '§ 103.5(a)(3), . A motion to. reopen must state new facts. See 8 
C.F.R .. § 103.5(a)(2). · · 
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In the instant case, the appliCant has not niet the requirements of a motion to reconsider because 
counsel simple restates :the arguments previously made on appeal - that tQe applicant was not an 
"intending immigrant" and did not have a preconceived intent to remain permanently in the l)nited 
States at the times she entered as ·a noni,mmigrant; and .that the applicant ' s failure to disclose her 
entire cri~inal history at her secondary inspection interview was not an intentional misrepresentation 

· of her criminal re~oid because. she could not r~member all of her past convictions and did not know 
that she · was required to disclose ·her battery conviction; We find that ·these arguments were 

. adequately addressed previously~ Accordingly, the. motion to . reconsider under 8 C.F.R. § 
103.5(a)(3) is denied. 

However, the applicant has established the requirements of a motion. to reopen. The new facts are 
that the applicant and her husband are "working diligently ahd hard" for reconciliation and have 
made "significant favorable stapes .. . toward a successful r~lationship" ; his sons need to be with · 
their fath(fr;. the job situation of the applicant's hu~band is riot stable and he needs the financial 
stability provided by his· wife; their children, particularly require the applicant's health 
insurance 'and the i1Ilpacton the applicant ' s husband due to the ardship of thei.r children must be 
considered in the ,hardship assessment; and the applicant's husband has no family members in the 
United Kingdom. . 

Accordingly, we will grant counsel's mo~ion to reopen, and for the r~asons set forth in this decision 
will deny the underlying waiver application . .. 

The applitants~eks a. waive~ of inadmissibility p~rsuant- to sections 212(i) and 212(h)\ of the Act. 
The waiver under ·section 21;2(i) of the Act requires the appl-icant show that the bar to admission 
imposes an extreme har.qship to the. citizen or lawfully resident spouse or parent of the applicant. 
Hardship to an applicant and to his or her child are not a consideration under the statute, and unlike 
section 212(h) of the Act where a child is. included as .a qualifying relative, children are not included 
under section 212(ifof the Act Hardshjp to the g.pplicant and to her children will be considered 
only to th~ extent that it results in hardship to a qualifying relative,_ who in this case is the applicant's 
U.S. citizen spouse·. . Once extreme hardship is established, it is but one favorable factor to be 
considered in determining whether ·the Secretary should exercise discretion. See Matter of Mendez-
Moralez, 21 I&N Dec. 296, 301 '(BIA 1996):- / . · 

Extreme ·hardship is "not a definable term of fixed and inf1exible content or meaning," but 
"necessarily depends upoh the facts and circumstances peculiar to each case." Matter of Hwang, 
10 I&N Dec. 448, 451 (BIA 1964). In Matter of Cervantes-Gonzalez, the Board provided a list of 
factors it . deemed releVant in determining whether an alien has established extreme hardship to a 
qualifying relative. 22 I&N Dec. 560, 565 (BIA 1999) .. The factors include the presence of a lawful 
permanent resident or' United States citizen spouse or parent in this country; the qualifying relative's 
family ties outside .the United States; the conditions in the country or countries to which the qualifying 
relative would relocate and the extent of the qualifying relative' s ties in such countries; the financial 
impaCt nf departure .from this country; arid significant conditions of health, particularly when tied to an 
unavailability of suitable medical care in the country to which :the qualifying relative would relocate. 
!d. The Board added that not all of the ·foregoing factors need be analyzed in any given case and 
emphasized thatthe list of factors was not exclusive~ !d. at 566. 
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The Board has also .held that' the commoh or typical results of removal and inadmissibility do not 
constitute .extn:me hardship, an.d· has listed certain iQdividual hardship factors considered common 
rather thap ex~reme. thes~. factors .include:· economic disadvantage; loss of current employment, 
inability to maintain one's pres.ent standard of living, inability ,to pursue· a chosen profession, 
separation from family 111embers·, severing community· ties, cu.ltural readjustment after living in the 
United States for many. years, cultural adjustment of qualifying relatives who have never lived 
outside the United States, inferior economic and educational opportunities in the foreign country, or 
inferior medical facilities in the foreign country. See generally Matter of Cervantes-Gonzalez, 22 
I&N Dec.:· at 568; Matter of Pilch, 21 I&NDec.· 627, 632-33 (BIA 1996); Matter of Ige, 20 I&N Dec. 
880, 883 (BIA 1994); M,atter ofNgai, l9l&N Dec. 245, 246-47 (Cornm'r 1984); Matter ofKim, 15 
I&N Dec. 88, 89-90 {BIA 1974); Matter of Shaughnessy, 12 I&N Dec. 810, 813 (BIA 1968). 

However, though hcirdsli1ps J!l<lY not be. extreme when considered ~bstractly or individually, the 
Board has made it clear that "[r]elevant, factors, though not extreme in themselves, must be 
considered in th~ aggregate in deter111ining ~hether. extreme hardship exists." Matter of O-J-0~; 21 
I&N Dec.'381.;383 (BIA 1996)(quotingMatter oflge, 20 I&N Dec. at 882). The adjudicator "must 
consider the ~htire range of factors concerning ,hardship in .their. totality and determine whether the 
combination of hardships t<ikes the case beyond those hardships ordinarily associated with 

· deportation<' !d .. >. _, 

The actual hardship ·associated with an abstract hardship factor such as family separation, economic 
disadvantage,. cultural readjustm.ent, etcetera, differs in nature and severity depending on the unique 
circumstances of each case, as does the e.umulative hardship a- qualifying relative experiences as a 
result ofaggregated individual h·ardships. See, e.g., Matter ofBing Chih Kao and Mei Tsui Lin, 23 
I&N Dec.:45, 51 (BIA 2001) (distinguishing Matter of Pilch regafding hardship faced by qualifying 
relatives on the basis cif vari~tions ip the length of residence in the United States and the ability to 
speak the language of the. country .to which they would relocate). For example, though family 
separation has been found to be a common result of inadmissibility or removal, separation from 
family living in the United States can· also be the most important single hardship factor in 
considering hardship in the aggregate. See Salcido-Salcido, 138 F.3d 1292, 1293 (9th Cir. 1998) 
(quoting Contreras-Buenfil v. INS, 712 F.2d 401, 403 (9th Cir. 1983)); but see Matter ofNgai, 19 
I&N Dec~ at 247 (separation of spouse and. children from applicant not extreme hardship. due to 
conflicting evidence in the record and b.ecause applicant and spouse had been voluntarily separated 
from one, another for 28. years}. Therefore, .we Consider the totality of the circumstances in 
determining whetherdenial of admission would result in extreme hardship to a qualifying relative. 

. . 

In rendering this decision, the AAO wiU consider all.of the evidence in the record: 

The applicant's husband asserted .in the statement dated. December 7, 2011 that he was recently in 
South Africa to secure projects thatwould be worked on in the United States. He declared that he 
and the applicant m~rried ·in 1995 and separated due to marital problems, and were working toward a 
successful relationship. The applicant's husband contended that if he separated permanently from 
the applicant and the boys, ~t would add strySS and mental anguish to his life. He stated that the boys 
need him and he· cannot relocate io the United Kingdo1Il because he has no family members there. 
The applicant's husband indicated that his job situation is not stable, and the boys depend on their 
mother financially a,~d for health insur(lnce .. He stated that ~ne of the boys has asthma ·and allergies 
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and re~ently was treated for fractured bone~, and his son's medical bills for the .year have totaled 
over $50,000. The applicant's husband i'ndicated that his wife has changed and is responsible and 
caring, and attends law school part time. 

The asserted hard~hips to the· applicant's husband . are emotional and financial in nature. The 
applicanf"s husband;asserted concern about separation from the· applicant and his boys .. However, 
the evidence in the record is not consistent with that claim. B·irth certificates reflect the applicant 's 
husband is not the ·b'iological father o(her three 

1

sons; who were ·born on December 23, 1981, 
October 10, 1996, and June 19, 2001. The letter from the oldest son dated August 21, 2008 ·stated 
that ·"my mother and rriy two brothers ~re the only family I know and have." He stated in an 
undated declaration "I lived with my mother until I joined the U.S. Navy as a result of her guidance . 
. . witho.ut the financial support of my mother I would have to resort to welfare." There is no 
evidence in the record establishing thatthe applicant ' s husband ever had . a relationship with his wife . 
and her sons prior to the filing of the motion. On Jppeal the AAO noted evidence that reflected tha,t 
the applicant and her husband were separated, including his withdrawal of the petition for alien 
relative (Form I"- 130) filed on the applicant's behalf. Thus, . when all of the asserted emotional and 
financial hardship factors are considered together, we fii;Jd that applicant has . not demonstrated that 
the hardship t~ her husband in remaining in the United States without her would be extreme. 

The asserted hardships to the applicant's, husband in relocating with his wife to live in the United . 
Kingdom are lack of family ties . to the United Kingdom and separation from his wife's sons. 
However, when we consider these hardship factors together, they fail to establish that the hardship to 
the applicant's husb~nd .in joining his wife to live in the United Kingdom would be extreme. 

In addition, even were we to. find extreme hardship, we would deny the waiver application as a 
matter of. discretion. · In evaluating whether relief is warranted in the exercise of discretion, the 
factors adverse to the alien may include the nature and underiy~ng circumstances of the removal 
ground at-·issue: 

[T]he presence of additional significant violatio))s of this country's immigration laws, 
. the existence of a criminal record , and . if so, its . nature and seriousness, and the 

presence of other. evidence indicative of the alien's bad character or undesirability as 
a permanent resident of this country. The favorable considerations include family ties 
in the Upited States, residence of long duration in this country (particularly where 
alien began residency at· a young age), evidence of hardship to the alien and his 
family if he is exCluded and deported, (service in this country ' s Armed Forces, a 
history of stable employment, the existen'ce of property or business ties, evidence of 
v<itlue or service in the c9mmunity, evidence of genuine. rehabilitation if a criminal 
record exists, · and other eviden9e · attesting to the alien's good character (e.g., · 
affidavits froni family, friendsand responsible community representatives). · . 

See Matter of Mendez-Moralez, 21 I&N Dec. 296, 301 (BIA 1996): The AAO must: 

[B]alance the adverse factors evidencing an alien's undesirability as a perrp.anent 
resident withthe social and humane considerations presented o~ the alien's behalfto 
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determine whether the grant of relief in.the exercise of disqetion appears to be in the 
best interests of the country. ·· 

!d. at 300. (Citations omitted). 
. . . 

The. adverse factors In the case are. the nature artd seriousness of the applicant's crimes, and the 
applicant's significant violations of the United States' immigration laws. Matter of Mendez-Moralez, 
21 I&N Dec. '296, 301 (BIA 1996). The applicant's multiple crimes reflect dishonesty and bad 

· character, l;!S does the applicant's abuse .of the privileges afforded by a tourist visa by numerous 
overstays on the visa 'and engaging in employment. 

When we consider· and balance the adverse factors in this case, the applicant's crimes a:nd her 
significant violations qf immigration laws, with the f~wonible factors such as the applicant's 
attending law school, her close bond .. with her sons and their hardship, and even assuming hardship to 
the applicant'/spouse, we find that the adverse factors outweigh the favorable factors. Accordingly, 
the applicant would not not merit a grant of relief in the exercise of discretion. 

In proceedings for application for waiver of grounds Of inadmissibility under section 212(i) and 
212(h) of.the Act, the burden of proving eligibility remains entirely with the applicant. See Section 
291 of the·Act, 8 U.S.C .. , § 1361. The applicant has not met tha:t burden. Accordingly, the motion 
will be dismissed. : 

ORDER: The motion is dismissed . 
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